Double Wedding Ring
Victoria Findlay Wolfe
All levels
Friday, 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Roosevelt II Room
#39110 - Creative Crafts

Learn to piece a double wedding ring quilt by the Double Wedding Ring Queen, Victoria Findlay
Wolfe, by making one ring and turning it into a pillow! This class takes you through all you need to
know to make a Double wedding ring quilt. Ideas based on Double Wedding Rings: Traditions Made
Modern, Victoria's newest book. Learn curves, build patience and confidence, how to pin to results,
how to attach your rings to the borders with a narrow lace and leave class with a 26" pillow!
vfwquilts.com
Member: $88
Retail: $110
(Plus Kit Fee)
Supplies:
A kit is required and includes: Victoria’s acrylic Double Wedding Ring template set.
Kit Fee: $35 (payable in class)

Please bring the following items to class:
 Basic Sewing Supplies
 (5) ¼ yd. or fat quarters (18" x 22") - different fabrics for ring pieces
 (1) fat quarter (18" x 22") - center concave square (fits on a 12½" square)
 1½ yd. - background fabric and pillow back
 28" square piece of muslin (or a neutral solid)
 28" square - batting of your choice
 Small, sharp embroidery scissors
 28 mm rotary cutter
Note: For the center concave square special placement or fussy cutting, may need more fabric. You
can also use a leftover or orphan 12½" block here. When selecting fabrics, pick a fabric that has
many colors you like in one piece, then pull fabrics that go with the inspirational fabric. Fabrics that
include: stripes, solids, ombre, and florals are fun for fussy cutting.
Optional:
 ½ yd. fabric or (2) yd. narrow trim - such as ½" crochet lace - for binding
 Narrrow crochet lace trim, fabrics, and threads will be available in class to purchase. - $5
each. Items sold/priced individually (Payable in class)
Sewing machines are provided by Janome. Irons are provided.
Rotary cutters, mats, and 6" x 24" rulers are provided by Havel’s Sewing.
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